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Synthetic description and specific course objectives
The English course is made up of on-line lessons and frontal lessons both of which cover the
grammer programme and the technical language relevant to the field of Architecture. The main
objective of the course is to provide students with the necessary linguistic skills in English allowing
them to read Architectural texts,to understand and take part in discussions,seminars and lectures
in the subjects that they follow during their academic career
Course entry requirements
The English language on-line course provides lessons on basic English grammer which will
prepare the students for the frontal lessons where both English grammer and specific language
will be studied in-depth.
Course programme
The programme consists of the study of English grammer(III level),the comprehension of
Architectural texts and preparation for the oral examination.(The study of specific terminology for
conversation combined with discussion on Architectural topics).

Expected results
The course is principally aimed at a knowledge of the English language which will allow the
students to understand Architectural texts and lectures.
Course structure and teaching
On-line lessons 30 hours
Frontal lessons 50 hours
Exercises carried out during the course of the lessons to consolidate the subjects and the topics
covered in class.
Student’s independent work
Self-study will be effected through the lessons on-line and homework assigned in class,thus
consolidating all classwork.
Testing and exams
Students’ work and progress will be evaluated on the basis of the lessons done on-line ,the
homework assigned in class and the final examination

Suggested reading materials
English For architecture
English In Use(Oxford)

